®

Fake Gold and Platinum
Coin Detector
Proven accuracy. 40+ year track record of
protecting investors, banks, dealers & mints
in over 70 countries around the world.

4 Checks to detect all common metal counterfeits
Use The Ringer® to detect tungsten counterfeits

1
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The Fisch® with The Ringer® make you your own gold
expert. Just check the coin with The Fisch® and The Ringer®
If it passes, it is not a common metal or tungsten fake.

www.thefisch.com

Simple fake detection. Easy to use. Easy to understand.

Tips on using The Fisch® for Gold and Platinum

1

SELECT THE CORRECT FISCH

Using the Fisch requires judgment. Read “The Fisch Principle” to understand
why the Fisch works and how much a gold or platinum coin would be “outside” of mint specification if it was a common metal fake.
Some Fisch check other coins of the same size, weight & fineness not shown
on the Fisch. See the inside front cover for the list of coins, medallions & small
bars checked by the Fisch. Also visit the “Fisch Family” pages.

2

PASS THE COIN THROUGH THE SLOT

A: Genuine gold coins are not all identical in thickness & diameter. They vary
within their mint’s specified tolerances and are sometimes even outside the
tolerances. Some will pass through the slot easily while others may require
force. Some will fit into the recess easily; others will be a tight fit.
B: If a coin has been dropped, the rim may be slightly deformed. It is acceptable if the coin only passes through the slot up to the deformed section.

3

REST THE FISCH ON A FLAT LEVEL SURFACE.
PLACE THE COIN IN THE RECESS

The recess checks the shape of the coin and locates it for the weight check.
Reject a coin that does not fit into the recess. (See A & B in 2 above)

4

PRESS DOWN LIGHTLY ON THE SQUARE END.
RELEASE GENTLY.

> Do not expect the Fisch to balance – a coin of the correct weight will

make it tip.
If it does not tip: (a) Rotate the Fisch 180° and repeat the check. This
compensates for a surface that is not level. (b) Examine the fulcrum for
damage. (c) Rapid rubbing of the Fisch could cause a build-up of static
electricity. This may affect the delicate balance of the Fisch. To eliminate
this effect repeat the check with a piece of paper placed under the square
end of the Fisch.

Visit TheFisch.com/family for more tips on using the Fisch.

How to use The Fisch® for Gold and Platinum
IDENTIFICATION

1

The information panel has the name
of the coin the Fisch checks & gold or
platinum content in troy ounces.

THICKNESS & DIAMETER

2

Reject a coin that does not pass
through the slot. See A & B in 2 at left.

3

SHAPE

Reject a coin that does not
fit in the recess.

WEIGHT

4

Reject a coin that does not tip
the Fisch.

These 4 checks of weight, diameter or width, thickness & shape will
detect all common metal gold and platinum coin counterfeits.
Use The Ringer® to detect tungsten counterfeits.

The Fisch® Principle for Gold and Platinum

1

2
3

1

Coin name and fine gold or platinum
content in troy ounces and grams.
©
or The Fisch

2

Slot checks the maximum diameter
and thickness

3

Recess checks the shape and locates the
coin for the weight check

4

Fulcrum checks the minimum weight. The
Fisch tips slightly below the manufactured
weight to allow for acceptable wear

4

Gold and platinum are much denser
(and therefore heavier) than the
common metals such as lead, brass,
copper and steel that are used to
make fake gold or platinum coins.

For example: A fake made
from lead to exactly the same
thickness and diameter as a
genuine Krugerrand would be
35% lighter than the genuine
coin. If made the correct
weight and diameter, it would
be 54% too thick.

Metals with a density comparable to
gold that could be used to make a fake
coin correct in both weight and size
are the platinum group metals and
tungsten. The price of the platinum
group metals precludes their use.
Platinum has a greater density than
both gold and tungsten. Tungsten fakes
will be detected by the Ringer.
The Fisch is a precision made
instrument designed to accurately
check the vital measurements of a
specific coin: These are the minimum
allowable weight, maximum allowable
thickness,
maximum
allowable
diameter and the shape as specified
by the issuing mint.

The result is that these fake coins are either the correct size

- but underweight, or the correct weight - but oversize,
or both underweight and oversize.
Lifetime Guarantee against wear and breakage

US$20, US$10 and British Sovereign Gold Coins
Due to the premium these coins command when in top numismatic condition
and/or rarity, they are counterfeited with the correct gold content. The Fisch will
not detect this type of fake. The Fisch is intended to check coins bought for their
gold value.

®

Fake Silver Coin Detector
Proven accuracy. 40+ year track record of
protecting investors, banks, dealers & mints
in over 70 countries around the world.

4 Checks to detect all wrong size & weight counterfeits
Use The Ringer® to detect common metal counterfeits
1 Identification
1

2

Minimum Thickness
& Diameter

3 Maximum Thickness
& Diameter

3

4
5

Shape

5 Weight
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The Fisch® with The Ringer® makes you your own silver expert.
Just check the coin with The Fisch® & The Ringer®. If it passes,
it is the correct size, weight and not a common metal fake.

www.thefisch.com

Simple fake detection. Easy to use. Easy to understand.

Tips on using The Fisch® for Silver

1

SELECT THE CORRECT FISCH.

Using the Fisch requires judgment. Before using the Fisch, read “The Fisch
System” for an explanation on how and why the Fisch will detect fake
silver coins.

2

PASS THE COIN THROUGH THE GO SLOT. TRY TO
PASS THE COIN THROUGH THE NO GO SLOT.

A: Genuine silver coins are not all identical in thickness & diameter. They vary
within their mint’s specified tolerances and are sometimes even outside the
tolerances. Some will pass through the slot easily while others may require
force. Some will fit into the recess easily; others will be a tight fit.
B: If a coin has been dropped, the rim may be slightly deformed. It is
acceptable if the coin passes through the slot up to the deformed section.
C: A highly worn genuine coin may pass through the NO GO (MIN) slot.

3

REST THE FISCH ON A FLAT, LEVEL SURFACE.
PLACE THE COIN IN THE RECESS. PRESS DOWN
LIGHTLY ON THE SQUARE END. RELEASE GENTLY.

The recess checks the shape of the coin & locates it for the weight check.
The Silver Fisch must balance, although when balancing the Fisch may not
be absolutely parallel to the surface on which it sits.
Balancing means that the coin weighs enough to be able to lift the opposing
side (square end) of the Fisch off the surface, but not too much to drop the
recess end onto the surface.
If the Fisch does not balance: (a) Try moving the coin slightly forwards or
backwards in the recess. (b) Rotate the Fisch through 180° to compensate for
a surface that is not level.
> This is a different check to that used for gold or platinum where the Fisch

does NOT balance.

Visit TheFisch.com/family for more tips on using the Fisch.

How to use The Fisch® for Silver
IDENTIFICATION

1

The information panel has the name of
the coin the Fisch checks & silver content
in troy ounces.

THICKNESS & DIAMETER

2

Reject a coin that does not
pass through the GO/MAX slot.
See A & B in 2 at left.
Reject a coin that passes through the
NO GO/MIN slot.
See C in 2 at left.

SHAPE / WEIGHT

3

Reject a coin that does not fit
into the recess.
See A in 2 at left.

Reject a coin that does not
balance the Fisch.

These checks will detect all fake silver coins that are the wrong size,
weight or shape. Use The Ringer® to detect common metal fakes.

The Fisch® System for Silver
1
2
3
4
5

The silver coins
checked by the Fisch
have a density (weight)
different to the common
metals used to
make fakes.
Lead is 8-10% heavier
Copper 13-15% lighter
Brass 17-20% lighter
than silver.

Coin name and fine silver content in
troy ounces. ©
or The Fisch
“NO GO” slot checks minimum thickness
and diameter. If a coin passes through
the slot, it is undersize.
“GO” slot checks maximum thickness and
diameter. If a coin will not pass through the
slot, it is oversize
Recess checks the shape and locates the coin
for the weight check.
Fulcrum checks the weight. A coin of the correct
weight will balance the Fisch. A coin that will
not balance the Fisch is, depending on which
way the Fisch tilts, either too light or too heavy.

The result is that these fakes are either:
The right size - but the wrong weight, or
The right weight - but the wrong size, or
Both the wrong size and the wrong
weight.
For example: a counterfeit made from
brass to exactly the same thickness and
diameter as a genuine 1oz American
Eagle silver coin would be 19% too
light. If made to the correct weight and
diameter it would be 23% too thick.
For example: a counterfeit made from
lead to exactly the same thickness and
diameter as a genuine 1oz American
Eagle silver coin would be 8% too
heavy. If made to the correct weight and
diameter it would be 7.5% too thin.

For example: a counterfeit made from
brass to exactly the same thickness
and diameter as a genuine U.S. Silver
Dollar would be 17% too light. If made
to the correct weight and diameter it
would be 21% too thick.
The Fisch is a precision made
instrument designed to accurately
check the vital measurements of
a specific coin. A combination of
different metals could be used to
make a fake silver coin of the correct
size and weight - but it would have to
be made very accurately to pass the
Fisch. Use with the Ringer to detect
common metal and tungsten fakes.
Lifetime Guarantee against
wear and breakage

US Silver Dollars
Due to the premium these coins command when in top numismatic condition
and/or rarity, they are counterfeited with the correct silver content. The Fisch
will not detect this type of fake. The Fisch is intended to check the common date
coins bought for their silver value.

The

Ringer
by

®

®

Fake Gold, Platinum and Silver Detector

Use the Ringer® with The Fisch® to detect all tungsten
and common metal counterfeits.
1 Squeeze to open arms
1

2

Put the coin between
the arms

3 Push down hammer with
nail or pen. Release to
ring coin
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The Fisch® with The Ringer® make you your own gold,
platinum and silver expert.

www.thefisch.com

Simple fake detection. Easy to use. Easy to understand.

Tips on How to use The Ringer®

1

PUT COIN BETWEEN THE ARMS

Before you begin to use The Ringer to check a coin,
ring a coin that you know is genuine and familiarize
yourself with the sound it makes. Also visit the Fisch
Family pages at TheFisch.com/family for tips and
videos as well as sounds of coins and fakes ringing.

1 Arms to hold coin
2 Platform for use with Thumb Nail
3 Lip for use with Pen

2

THE NAIL METHOD

> Squeeze arms together to tighten the grip on the coin.
> Push the hammer down with your thumb nail at the
same time sliding your nail forward on the platform.
> You can also use the nail of your index finger (between
thumb & middle finger) on the lip to ring the coin.
> Compare the ringing to the sound of a known genuine
coin or recording of the sound in the library of coins
ringing in the Fisch Family pages.

3

THE PEN METHOD

> Put the Ringer on a flat surface pointing to 1 p.m.
(13h00) if you are right-handed, 11 a.m. (11h00) if you
left handed. Push down firmly to hold in place for
ringing.
> Compare the ringing to the sound of a known
genuine coin or recording of the sound in the library
of coins ringing in the Fisch Family pages.
> Hold the Ringer up to your ear to hear sound louder.

1
3

2

How to use The Ringer®
PUT COIN BETWEEN THE ARMS

1

Squeeze open the arms of the
Ringer and put the center of the
coin between the arms. The coin
must be held flat between the
arms. If it is tilted, it will not ring
properly.
> Are you checking a gold coin for
tungsten? Turn the page to read
“The Ringer Principle”.

RING THE COIN USING YOUR NAIL

2

Hold the Ringer tightly, squeezing
the arms together to increase
grip on the coin. Put the thumb of
your other hand on the hammer
platform. Press down, tilting
your thumb so you nail is on the
platform. Slide your nail forward
until it slides off the platform,
releasing the hammer to ring the
coin.

RING THE COIN USING A PEN

3

Press down on the Ringer on a table
top, increasing the grip on the coin.
Hold a pen as you would write. Put
your pen on the lip below the hammer.
Press down while sliding the pen
forward until it slides off the lip,
releasing the hammer to ring the coin.

Experiment with the The Ringer® to discover the technique or combination of
techniques that work best for you. Visit the Fisch Family pages
(www.thefisch.com/family) for tips on using The Ringer®

Visit TheFisch.com/family for more tips on using the Fisch.

The Ringer® Principle
The resonance frequency (sound) of a coin when it is struck by the Ringer is determined by its material, size and shape. If a fake coin is the correct size and shape,
but is made of the wrong material, then it will most likely have a different sound.
The sound of a tungsten fake is very different to that of a 916 gold coin, less obviously
different to that of a 999 gold coin. While a gold coin rings, a tungsten fake does not
ring at all. Only a dull thud will be heard. This is demonstrated by The Ringer.
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Tips on Ringing Small Coins
Put the coin halfway between the rim and the center the coin towards the hammer so
that more of the coin is over the hammer. Squeeze or push down on the Ringer over
the arms to hold the coin more firmly. Hold the Ringer up to your ear when you ring
a coin. The smaller the coin, the higher the frequency and this will help you hear it.

The Fisch Family Pages – A Resource for You to Use
Register at TheFisch.com/family to get access. The Fisch Family
pages are your first stop if you have a question or concern. There
are tips on using the Fisch and the Ringer. Plus user’s experiences,
pictures of coins & fakes coins, videos on using the Fisch and the
Ringer and recordings of the sounds made by coins and fakes.
Educate yourself here even if you have no questions!
“Using the Fisch system, I have found 11 fakes in the last eight years.”
- Email July 2014

For absolute safety always use
your own Fisch purchased from
Fisch Instruments directly or from
an authorized dealer.

If you have anything you want to share
or have a question, please email me.
Regards,
Ken Rutherford
ken@thefisch.com

© Fisch Instruments. Fisch, The Ringer and The Ringer by Fisch are registered
trademarks. The configuration of the Fisch is a registered trade dress.

The Fisch works. Since 1980.
Here’s what investors say about the Fisch…
“My Fisch have already prevented
me from purchasing 3 counterfeit
Mexican 50 Peso coins … The coins
were the exact correct weight but were
slightly too thick and slightly too large
in diameter. I have also found many
British Sovereigns which checked
oversize or too light. Many were from
supposedly reputable dealers.”
“But, I love your tools. I got a counterfeit
Maple Leaf the other day. Only passed
the shape test. Made my job easy.”
“Well, 90 minutes later the Fisch
had flagged up eight coins as being
oversize in diameter, the coins would
not pass through the slot, or fit in to
the recess.. All of the coins passed the
weight test. I also rejected one coin for
being oversize and a strange color. The
coin dealer replaced the nine coins
with no problem at all.”

I’m so glad I had
the Fisch, as one of the
Krugerrands definitely
did not fit.
The color appeared the same
as the others. By weight in
hand I didn’t notice anything
significant. The width of the
coin started to pass thru the
slot, however, about 1/4 of the
way thru it couldn’t continue
passing thru. The diameter
was way too big.
I immediately rejected
the coin and requested a
replacement.

“Your gauges saved me $4000….paid
“I checked a 100 Corona coin today and for themselves many times over.”
it was fake, too large around, too thick,
and not heavy enough. Your product “Actually, that reminds me, I’ve been
saved me a fortune. Thanks again.”
using a Fisch fake detector for years
on Krugerrands ever since I saw a
“I’ve had only two occasions where big dealer in London using one on
Mexican 50-peso gold pieces were sovereigns.”
detected, failing the “weight” check
when subjected to the Fisch system. The “I purchased the full set of gold
coins were drilled and filled with lead. detectors and love them. In just over a
The edges of the coins were re-plated year, I’ve already they’ve already saved
with gold and almost non-detectable to me from purchasing 2 fake sovereigns
the untrained eye.”
and one Mexican 50 peso.”
“I showed The Fisch to my local dealer “...the Fisch system to detect bogus
and he pulled out a Krug he was stuck gold and silver coins is well worth
with that he knew was counterfeit. considering. I’ve used the Fisch system
Anyhow... the detector worked like for over 25 years now and I can attest
a charm - the coin couldn’t pass all to the impeccable reliability these
the tests.”
instruments offer.”
www.thefisch.com

